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Abstract: Serverless computing has introduced scalable event-driven processing in Cloud infras-
tructures. However, it is not trivial for multimedia processing to benefit from the elastic capabilities
featured by serverless applications. To this aim, this paper introduces the evolution of a framework
to support the execution of customized runtime environments in AWS Lambda in order to accommo-
date workloads that do not satisfy its strict computational requirements: increased execution times
and the ability to use GPU-based resources. This has been achieved through the integration of AWS
Batch, a managed service to deploy virtual elastic clusters for the execution of containerized jobs. In
addition, a Functions Definition Language (FDL) is introduced for the description of data-driven
workflows of functions. These workflows can simultaneously leverage both AWS Lambda for the
highly-scalable execution of short jobs and AWS Batch, for the execution of compute-intensive jobs
that can profit from GPU-based computing. To assess the developed open-source framework, we
executed a case study for efficient serverless video processing. The workflow automatically generates
subtitles based on the audio and applies GPU-based object recognition to the video frames, thus
simultaneously harnessing different computing services. This allows for the creation of cost-effective
highly-parallel scale-to-zero serverless workflows in AWS.

Keywords: cloud computing; serverless computing; multimedia processing; workflows; batch
processing; containers

1. Introduction

The advent of Cloud Computing introduced the ability to customize the computing
infrastructure to the requirements of the applications through the use of virtualization.
This resulted in the widespread adoption of Cloud computing for academic, enterprise
and scientific workloads. However, migrating an application to a public Cloud required
significant expertise in order to adapt the application to the elastic capabilities of the
underlying services. In addition, the pay-per-use model typically resulted in a pay-per-
deployment, where provisioned Virtual Machines (VMs) are billed regardless of their
actual use.

To better accommodate short and spiky workloads, commonly found in microservices
architectures, serverless computing was introduced via flagship services such as AWS
Lambda [1]. This service allows the execution of user-defined functions coded in certain
programming languages supported by the cloud provider in response to certain well-
defined events (such as uploading a file to an S3 bucket, i.e., Amazon’s object storage
system [2] or invoking a REST API provided by API Gateway [3]). A fine-grained pricing
scheme billed on milliseconds of execution time resulted in real pay-per-use. In addition,
the ability to scale to zero allowed to deploy massively scalable services that can rapidly
scale up to 3000 concurrent invocations but incurring in zero cost when the function is not
being invoked.

Our previous work in the area is the open-source SCAR tool (SCAR: https://github.
com/grycap/scar (accessed on 26 November 2020)) [4] which creates highly-parallel event-
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driven file-processing serverless applications that execute on customized runtime environ-
ments, defined as Docker images, in AWS Lambda. This tool was successfully adopted to
execute generic applications in AWS Lambda, support additional programming languages
and even execute deep learning frameworks. However, AWS Lambda, as it happens with
other Functions as a Service (FaaS) public services, imposes strict computing requirements.
AWS Lambda functions run on a constrained environment, where the execution time and
maximum RAM cannot exceed 15 min and 10,240 MB, respectively, the ephemeral disk
storage is limited to 512 MB and no GPU support is available.

The main scientific challenge addressed in this contribution is to provide event-driven
serverless workflows for data processing that simultaneously feature scale-to-zero, high
elasticity and the support for GPU-based resources. This is achieved through the integration
in SCAR of AWS Batch [5], a managed service to provision virtual clusters that can grow
and shrink depending on the number of jobs to be executed, packaged as Docker containers.

Indeed, multimedia processing applications are both resource-intensive and typically
require the definition of data-driven workflows in order to efficiently perform the execu-
tion of several phases. The large-scale parallelism of AWS Lambda can be exploited to
accommodate the execution of short jobs that can be executed in the restricted execution
environment provided by AWS Lambda, which limits the maximum execution time, the
allocated RAM and, finally, provides limited ephemeral disk storage, as described earlier.
Other more resource-demanding jobs should be executed in AWS Batch. To this aim, this
paper describes the evolution of SCAR to: (i) integrate AWS Batch as an additional com-
puting back-end for compute-intensive and GPU-based jobs and (ii) support a Functions
Definition Language that can simultaneously use both Lambda and Batch for the execution
of data-driven applications composed of multiple steps. This results in a tool that can foster
serverless computing adoption for multiple enterprise and scientific domains, supporting
any CLI-based file-processing application packaged as a container image. Potential scenar-
ios for exploiting the tool can be event-driven multimedia processing, AI-based inference
or large-scale software compilation.

After the introduction, the remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First,
Section 2 describes the related work in this area. Then, Section 3 introduces the architecture
of the system to support GPU-enabled serverless workflows for data processing. Next,
Section 4 describes a use case to assess the benefits of the platform by supporting a
serverless workflow for parallel audio and video processing. Later, Section 5 presents the
results obtained after the execution of the use case. Finally, Section 6 summarises the main
achievements of the paper pointing to future work.

2. Related Work

There are previous works in the literature that have adopted serverless for scientific
computing. Indeed, pioneers in this area started to adopt AWS Lambda as a general
computing platform aimed at scientific computing in order to take advantage of the
massive elasticity of this service. This is the case of Jonas et al. [6], by introducing PyWren
to execute distributed Python code across multiple Lambda function invocations to achieve
a virtualized supercomputer. In addition, the work by Alventosa et al. [7] used AWS
Lambda as the computing platform on which to execute MapReduce jobs for increased
elasticity without preprovisioning a Hadoop cluster.

The usage of serverless computing for the execution of workflows has initially started
to be explored. For example, the work by Malawski et al. [8] evaluates the aplicability of
serverless computing for compute and data intensive scientific workflows through the
creation of a prototype. This is in line with the work by Jiang et al. [9] which integrates
a combination of Functions as a Service (FaaS)/local clusters execution approach for
Montage-based workflows. The work by Skluzacek et al. [10] describes a service that
processes large collections of scientific files to extract metadata from diverse file types,
relying on Function as a Service models to enable scalability. Furthermore, the work by
Chard et al. [11] proposes funcX, a high-performance FaaS platform for flexible, efficient,
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and scalable, remote function execution on infrastructures such as clouds, clusters, and
supercomputers. The work by Akkus et al. [12] focuses on high-performance serverless
computing by introducing a serverless computing system with enhanced capabilities such
as application-level sandboxing and a hierarchical message bus in order to achieve better
resource usage and more efficient startup.

The adoption of cloud computing for multimedia processing is certainly another active
field of study. Indeed, the paper by Sethi et al. [13] already addressed the application of
scientific workflows for multimedia content processing, leveraging the Wings [14] frame-
work to efficiently analyse large-scale multimedia content across the Pegasus engine [15],
which operates over cloud infrastructures. Another example of the adoption of cloud
technologies in this area is the study conducted by Xu et al. [16], where they propose the
development of a workflow scheduling system for cloudlets based on Blockchain, ensuring
the QoS of multimedia applications in these small-scale data centres near the edge. Finally,
the study carried out by Zhang et al. [17] specifically focuses on cost-effective serverless
video processing. They quantify the influence of different implementation schemes on the
execution duration and economic cost from the perspective of the developer. Nonetheless,
support for GPU-based processing within the serverless computing paradigm is an open
issue nowadays.

The main contribution of this paper to the state of the art is the development of
an open-source tool to support serverless computing for mixed data-driven workflows
that involve disparate computing requirements for the different phases, being able to
simultaneously harness GPU and CPU computing and the highly elasticity provided by
AWS Lambda. To the best of the authors’ knowledge this has not been addressed in the past.

3. Architecture of the Serverless Processing Platform

This section outlines the details of the redesigned serverless platform in order to be
integrated with AWS Batch, highlighting the different cloud services involved and their
respective roles. Additionally, it addresses the implementation details required in SCAR to
support the definition of functions on the proposed platform, thus creating an updated
framework for the execution of data-driven serverless workflows for container-based
applications in the Cloud. As a result of this study, SCAR is now able to orchestrate all the
resources needed to run GPU-enabled file-processing workflows while maintaining zero
cost for the user when the platform is idle.

3.1. Components

SCAR allows to define functions, which are triggered in response to well-defined
events, to execute in AWS Lambda a user-defined script inside a container created out
of a Docker image. This job is in charge of performing the processing of the data that
triggered the event. SCAR supports a programming model to create highly-parallel event-
driven file-processing serverless applications, as described in the work by Pérez et al. [18].
The SCAR platform is built on several AWS services and these functions can be remotely
invoked through HTTP-based endpoints created by API Gateway or by uploading files to
Amazon S3 buckets, allowing the event-driven processing of files. Moreover, the platform
automatically stores the job execution logs in Amazon CloudWatch [19]. Docker container
images are usually fetched from publicly available container registries such as Docker
Hub [20]. However, it has been designed in such a way that the command line interface
is decoupled from the service provider’s client. Therefore, in future releases it could be
integrated with other public Cloud providers offering similar serverless services, such as
Google Cloud [21] or Microsoft Azure [22].

It is important to point out that AWS Lambda recently included the ability to use
certain Docker images as part of the runtime environment, in line with our previous
developments. However, this support precludes using arbitrary images from Docker Hub,
a widely used public repository for application delivery based on Docker images.
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Figure 1 illustrates the different services involved and their interaction to support
workloads that overcome the limits imposed by AWS Lambda and allow increased control
in the definition of computational resources. A more detailed description of the SCAR
architecture has been previously described in [4]. Therefore, the main goal of this contribu-
tion is to extend SCAR with the ability to deal with data-driven serverless workflows that
involve resource-intensive jobs that exceed the computing capabilities of AWS Lambda, by
integrating seamless support for AWS Batch.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the SCAR platform integrated with AWS Batch in order to support long-running and GPU-
accelerated jobs.

AWS Batch runs Docker-based computational jobs on EC2 [23] instances. Compared
to AWS Lambda, the resource requirements of these jobs can be configured by the user in
terms of: an increased memory allocation, the assignment of the desired number of CPUs,
the instance types to be used and the assignment of GPU devices to containers, among
others. AWS Batch is composed by several modules that must be defined before the actual
execution of jobs:

• Compute environment: Computing resources on which the jobs will be executed, de-
scribed in terms of instance types together with the maximum and minimum number
of available nodes of the ECS [24] cluster that will be automatically created. The
cluster features elasticity so that additional nodes will be automatically added (up
to the maximum number of nodes) depending on the number of pending jobs to be
executed and will be automatically terminated when no longer required according to
a set of predefined policies enforced by AWS Batch.

• Job queue: Managed queues where the jobs are submitted and stored until the compute
environment they are assigned to is ready to perform the execution.
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• Job definition: The basic specification of a job, which includes the Docker image to
be used, the number of vCPUs and memory allocated, the request for GPUs, the
command to be executed and the environment variables. All jobs must be linked to a
job definition. However, jobs can add and modify certain parameters when they are
created. AWS Batch automatically executes the jobs that request GPU access with the
NVIDIA container runtime [25].

Although AWS Batch is a traditional batch processing system, it can scale-to-zero, that
is, terminate all the nodes in the cluster while maintaining at no extra cost the managed job
queues to receive subsequent job execution requests. This, together with the event-driven
execution mechanisms of AWS Lambda implemented by SCAR, allow one to submit jobs
automatically when new files are uploaded to a bucket. Hence, the AWS Batch service has
been integrated while maintaining the principles of serverless computing. However, the
boot time of the EC2 instances is substantially larger than the initialization time of AWS
Lambda functions, as it will be shown in Section 5.3. Furthermore, the pricing scheme
of AWS Batch uses per-second billing of the provisioned EC2 instances that compose the
cluster, instead of per millisecond, as it happens in AWS Lambda.

3.2. Integration of SCAR with AWS Batch

Introducing support for AWS Batch in SCAR required extending the framework in
order to create and configure the Batch resources employed depending on the execution
modes selected. The development used the AWS SDK for Python (Boto3) [26]. Furthermore,
it also required extending the faas-supervisor (FaaS Supervisor: https://github.com/grycap/
faas-supervisor (accessed on 26 November 2020)), an open-source library to manage the
execution of user scripts and containers in AWS Lambda and also in charge of managing
the input and output of data on the Amazon S3 storage back-end. This was redesigned
to delegate jobs to AWS Batch. To do this, the FaaS Supervisor, which runs in the AWS
Lambda runtime as a Layer, is able to identify the execution mode specified in the function
definition. When it must delegate the execution to AWS Batch, it will submit a new job to
the function’s job queue based on the job definition previously created by the SCAR client,
embedding the event in an environment variable. Thus, three execution modes are now
supported depending on the user’s preference regarding where the job will be executed:

• lambda: The jobs are ran as user-defined container images on AWS Lambda. The FaaS
Supervisor employs udocker [27] to pull the Docker image from a container registry
and execute it inside the AWS Lambda runtime.

• batch: AWS Lambda acts as a gateway for events but function invocations are trans-
lated into AWS Batch jobs. The event description is passed down to the job as an
environment variable, allowing the FaaS Supervisor, which runs on the EC2 instance,
to parse it to perform data stage in/out. When functions are defined in this mode, the
SCAR client is responsible for creating the required AWS Batch components (compute
environment, job queue and job definition).

• lambda-batch: Functions are first executed on AWS Lambda. If the execution fails or the
function timeout has almost been reached, the job is automatically delegated to AWS
Batch. This mode allows using AWS Lambda to effectively scale upon a large burst
of short jobs while ensuring that more demanding jobs will be eventually processed
whenever the AWS Lambda limits are exceeded.

The FaaS Supervisor runs on the AWS Batch jobs as a binary that is downloaded
during the startup of each EC2 instance belonging to the ECS cluster created by AWS
Batch. To do this, the SCAR client automatically creates a launch template containing the
download commands in the cloud-init [28] user data. Then, the path containing the FaaS
Supervisor is mounted automatically as a volume on the job containers.

https://github.com/grycap/faas-supervisor
https://github.com/grycap/faas-supervisor
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3.3. Functions Definition Language for Serverless Workflows

To facilitate the creation of data-driven serverless workflows from configuration files,
a Functions Definition Language (FDL) has been defined that, in contrast to previous
versions of SCAR, supports the definition of multiple functions from a single YAML
file. The processing of these files is possible due to the implementation of a completely
redesigned parser in the SCAR client.

This language focuses on the definition of the resources for each function (i.e., con-
tainer image, script to be executed, memory, CPUs, GPU access, etc.) and allows to set them
to use the aforementioned execution modes. This way, a performance preprofiling of the
multiple stages of a scientific workflow determines whether a certain function should be ex-
ecuted (i) exclusively in AWS Lambda, because it complies with its computing limitations,
(ii) exclusively in AWS Batch, because the application may require additional memory/ex-
ecution time beyond the maximum available in AWS Lambda or, finally, (iii) using the
lambda-batch execution mode to easily accommodate disparate computing requirements.

In contrast to the classic FaaS platforms, in the FDL a user script has to be defined for
each function, containing the commands to process the file that triggers the event. Hence,
previously developed multimedia applications are supported without the need to adapt
them to the Functions as a Service model.

The different functions are linked together through Amazon S3 buckets, which can be
defined within the input and output variables. This allows data-workflows to be easily
created, being the output bucket of one function the input of another, which will result in
a new event that will trigger it. As an enhancement, the FaaS Supervisor component has
also been improved to handle the new FDL, as well as to filter the output files according
to their names and/or extensions in a postprocessing stage. This stage allows the upload
of several files to different output buckets, thus allowing to split workflows into different
branches, as shown in the use case described in Section 4.

A detailed example of the FDL shown in Figure 2, together with a test video and
deployment manual are available in GitHub (av-workflow example: https://github.com/
grycap/scar/tree/master/examples/av-workflow (accessed on 26 November 2020)). This
corresponds to the serverless workflow used as a case of study in the following section,
for the sake of reproducibility of the results. As can be seen in the scar-av-workflow-yolov3
function, enabling GPU-accelerated computing is as simple as setting the enable_gpu
variable to true and choosing an instance type that has at least one graphics processing
unit. Of course, the application must support the execution on a GPU.

https://github.com/grycap/scar/tree/master/examples/av-workflow
https://github.com/grycap/scar/tree/master/examples/av-workflow
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---
functions:
aws:
- lambda:
name: scar -av-workflow -ffmpeg
container:
image: jrottenberg/ffmpeg :4.1- ubuntu
init_script: ffmpeg -script.sh
execution_mode: lambda -batch
memory: 1024
timeout: 900
input:
- storage_provider: s3
path: scar -av-workflow/start
output:
- storage_provider: s3
path: scar -av-workflow/video
suffix:
- avi
- storage_provider: s3
path: scar -av-workflow/audio
suffix:
- wav
- lambda:
name: scar -av-workflow -audio2srt
container:
image: grycap/audio2srt:mini
init_script: audio2srt -script.sh
execution_mode: lambda -batch
memory: 1024
timeout: 900
input:
- storage_provider: s3
path: scar -av-workflow/audio
output:
- storage_provider: s3
path: scar -av-workflow/result
- lambda:
name: scar -av-workflow -yolov3
container:
image: grycap/yolov3:opencv -cudnn
init_script: yolov3 -script.sh
execution_mode: batch
memory: 128
input:
- storage_provider: s3
path: scar -av-workflow/video
output:
- storage_provider: s3
path: scar -av-workflow/result
batch:
vcpus: 4
memory: 12288
enable_gpu: true
compute_resources:
max_v_cpus: 12
instance_types:
- g3s.xlarge

Figure 2. Functions Definition Language example.

4. Serverless Workflow for Multimedia Processing

In order to demonstrate the benefits and performance of the platform, a use case has
been defined that builds a serverless workflow to perform frame-level object detection
in video together with the inclusion of subtitles from the audio transcript, with potential
applications in surveillance. This demonstrates the ability of SCAR to provide an event-
driven service for multimedia processing, triggered by video uploads to an S3 bucket that
can automatically scale up to multiple function invocations and several EC2 instances to
cope with the workload and then automatically scale down to zero provisioned resources.
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Hence, the platform allows the deployment of a highly available multimedia file-processing
service with automated elasticity to support large workloads while maintaining zero cost
when it is not in use.

Figure 3 shows the different functions that compose the workflow, as well as the
folders in the S3 bucket used for input and output. These container-based functions use
the following open-source software:

• FFmpeg [29]. Used to preprocess the videos uploaded to the start folder, extracting and
converting the audio to the input format expected by the audio2srt function, as well as
converting the videos to a suitable format (if they are not) for the object detection stage
with YOLOv3. This function has been configured with the lambda-batch execution
mode, since, depending on the quality and duration of videos, it could not fit in the
Lambda execution environment. According to the new output postprocessing stage,
the function will upload the resulting files to the audio or video folder depending on
their extension (.avi or .wav).

• audio2srt [30]. A small application to generate subtitles from audio transcripts obtained
through CMUSphinx [31], which uses acoustic models for speech recognition. The
application, together with the models, has been packaged in a Docker container so
that it can be defined as a serverless function in SCAR. This function will be triggered
when the FFmpeg function uploads the extracted audio to the audio folder and, after
processing, will store the resulting subtitle file to the result folder.

• YOLOv3 [32,33]. A real-time object detection system that, using the Darknet [34]
neural network framework, can run on GPUs to accelerate the video inference process.
It has been compiled with CUDA [35] support and packaged as a container to be
executed in GPU-accelerated AWS Batch compute environments. GPU access has
been enabled in the definition of the function, which has also been configured to be
triggered when videos are uploaded to the S3 video folder and to store the result in the
result folder.

Upload
video

processed
video

.wav .avi

subtitles

AWS Batch

Invoke

start

Invoke

audio

Invoke

video

.wav .avi
Submit job
(if Lambda

timeout reached)
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Figure 3. Simplified diagram of the multimedia processing workflow.
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Users will only have to download the files from the result folder through the SCAR
tool and open them in a multimedia player in order to watch the resulting video with
prediction boxes together with the automatically generated subtitles, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Snapshot of a video resulting from the object recognition function along with the automatically generated subtitles
after a workflow execution.

5. Results and Discussion

The experimentation carried out is divided into four differentiated stages. First,
Section 5.1 covers the lambda-batch execution mode and discusses how it affects the process-
ing of variable duration audio files in terms of time and cost. Next, Section 5.2 compares
different instance types to be used in the video object detection function with the aim of
choosing the most efficient one. Then, Section 5.3 analyses the time taken by the Batch
scheduler to scale the number of instances belonging to its compute environment, as well
as their boot time. Finally, Section 5.4 discusses the results of the execution of the serverless
workflow for processing several videos.

5.1. Analysis of the Lambda-Batch Execution Mode

A key contribution of this study has been the integration of SCAR with AWS Batch
to support functions that require more resources than those allowed by AWS Lambda,
including support for GPU-based processing. In addition, overcoming the limitation of
execution time to 15 min has been an important motivation for this development.

In the field of multimedia processing we can find different applications optimised to
support accelerated computing or that directly require a execution time longer than 15 min.
However, there may be uses in which the processing fits into AWS Lambda in most cases
but eventually exceeds the execution time limit. It is precisely with this possibility in mind
that the lambda-batch execution mode has been developed. The lambda-batch mode ensures
that the file to be processed is handled even if the AWS Lambda timeout is reached. For
this purpose, the faas-supervisor component has a timeout threshold that reserves a few
seconds of the execution time. Thus, if the processing exceeds the maximum execution
time, the faas-supervisor will have time to delegate the processing to AWS Batch.

In order to decide in which cases this execution mode is appropriate and to assess its
impact on execution time and cost, an analysis has been carried out on the audio2srt function
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of the workflow presented in the previous section. This analysis consists of processing
several waveform audio files of different lengths (i.e., 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 min). 1 GB of RAM
has been allocated for the function in both services (Lambda and Batch). The m3.medium
instance type has been used in the AWS Batch compute environment, which has an Intel
Xeon E5-2670 processor and an hourly cost of $0.067, billed by the second. Furthermore,
the cost of the function in AWS Lambda is $0.0000000167 per millisecond.

Figure 5a shows the times obtained after five different executions of each audio file.
The execution time in AWS Lambda is depicted in purple, while the time taken to be
processed in AWS Batch has been divided into two categories: the time the job remains
in the job queue (green) and the actual run time (blue). It is important to mention that no
variations have been appreciated in the different executions of the analysis, apart from
the pending time of the jobs executed in AWS Batch, which will be discussed in detail in
Section 5.3. As can be seen, the audio files with lengths of 2, 4 and 6 min are performed
entirely on AWS Lambda. Out of the different files tested, the 6-min file is the last one
that could be processed completely on Lambda, with an average time of 753 s. Notice
that the executions of the audio files with corresponding lengths of 8 and 10 min did not
complete before reaching the 15 min execution timeout and, therefore, they were delegated
to AWS Batch. The total processing time in such cases increases considerably, since the AWS
Lambda timeout must first be reached and then the AWS Batch computing environment
needs to start the required instances in order to subsequently execute the job. The Batch
(pending) time shown in green has been calculated on average, since this time can vary
significantly, as it depends on the AWS Batch autoscaling scheduler, which is discussed
in Section 5.3. In addition, in the Batch (running) time shown in blue it can be seen that,
although the function has the same amount of memory on both platforms, the processing
time in Batch is lower due to the higher performance of the processor in the instances of
the computing environment. Figure 5b shows how the processing cost also increases in
these cases, since AWS Batch’s pricing is not as fine-grained (per second instead of per
millisecond) and, generally, the cost per hour of the instances used is also higher.

Therefore, the choice of this execution mode is worthwhile when dealing with appli-
cations whose execution time is close to the Lambda timeout or when the size of the files
to be processed is variable and the processing time is not a requirement. Consequently,
both the batch and the lambda-batch execution modes would not be suitable for real-time
processing due to the increased time to provision the underlying computing instances. This
is in contrast to the lambda execution mode, since the reduced start-up times provided by
AWS Lambda can benefit these kind of applications.
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Figure 5. Time and cost analysis of the audio2srt function for different audio durations.

5.2. GPU and CPU Comparison for Video Processing

Before the experimentation of the whole workflow, the video processing function was
evaluated in order to determine the instance type that would best suit the requirements of
the application in terms of execution time and cost. To demonstrate that GPU acceleration
is worthwhile in deep learning inference processes, a comparison was performed using
different EC2 instances to process the same 4-min video with a 1280 × 720 resolution,
consisting of a total of 6000 frames.

To test the execution time on CPU, the Batch compute environment was configured
to use m5.xlarge instances, which have four virtual CPUs of the Intel Xeon Platinum
(Skylake-SP) processor with a clock speed of up to 3.1 GHz, with 16 GB of RAM. The
on-demand cost of this instance type is $0.192 per hour. In order to take advantage of the
multiple vCPUs, Darknet was compiled with OpenMP support and jobs were configured
to simultaneously use all the four vCPUs.

The performance over GPUs was measured using two different instance types: p2.xlarge,
with 1 NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU, 4 vCPUs, and 61 GB of RAM, which costs $0.9 USD per hour on
demand; and g3s.xlarge with 1 NVIDIA Tesla M60 GPU, 4 vCPUs, and 30.5 GB of memory,
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with an on-demand cost of $0.75 USD per hour. To leverage GPU acceleration, Darknet was
compiled with CUDA.

Figure 6 shows the time and cost of an execution to process the same video using our
platform with different EC2 instances. A single execution has been deemed adequate as the
results show the considerable advantage of using GPU-based acceleration. As can be seen,
the reduced cost per hour of the m5.xlarge instance does not outweigh the long duration
spent for the execution. Therefore, it is highly recommended to accelerate via GPU such
applications, not only to improve the processing time but also to increase savings.
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Figure 6. Comparison between CPU and GPU instances for video object detection.

Among the analysed GPU instances, the best performer was the g3s.xlarge. This is
due to the fact that it has a lower end graphics card but of a later generation. This way, even
with fewer GPU memory, i.e., 8 GB instead of the 12 GB available in each NVIDIA Tesla K80
GPU, it is able to perform a higher amount of operations at the same time. Furthermore,
it has less RAM, which also affects its price. These reasons have led to the choice of the
g3s.xlarge instance in the compute environment used by the video processing function
of the workflow.
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5.3. AWS Batch Auto Scaling

As mentioned above, AWS Batch compute environments are based on ECS cluster.
These clusters execute the jobs in autoscaled groups of EC2 instances whose size grows
and shrinks according to the workload. The main feature of this service is the scale to zero,
which allows a real pay-per-use model. However, the time taken by the scheduler to launch
and terminate instances is considerably longer than that of Functions as a Service platforms.
This is due to the usage of traditional virtual machines instead of the container-based
microVMs used by AWS Lambda [36]. Furthermore, the boot and initialisation time of the
instances must also be considered.

Figure 7 shows the measured times after launching 20 jobs into empty job queues of
compute environment in AWS Batch. The first box displays the time taken by the scheduler
to launch an instance since a job is received. This time, which averages 166.8 s, indicates
that executions delegated to AWS Batch are likely to have a substantially longer start-up
time than on FaaS platforms. Depending on the requirements of the application to be
deployed, it could be advisable to adjust the compute environment to keep one instance up
and running, although this would have a negative impact on the deployment cost and the
main advantage of the serverless paradigm would be lost.
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Figure 7. Launch, boot OS and terminate time of instances on AWS Batch.

The second box shows the boot time of the EC2 instance’s operating system, which is
on average 129 s with low standard deviation. This happens because the vendor manages
compute environments that always run the same Amazon ECS-optimised AMI and only
handles the ECS container agent startup as well as the download of the FaaS Supervisor
component from the cloud-init user data.

Lastly, the time taken by the AWS Batch scheduler to scale down to zero the number
of instances when the job queue becomes empty is displayed in the third box. This time,
just like the launch one, depends on the internal operation of the scheduler and represents
an additional cost to the actual usage of the machines. However, managed services such as
AWS Batch represent a viable platform for sporadic executions of long-running, resource-
intensive accelerated jobs.

5.4. Workflow Execution

With the aim of testing the platform, the use case defined in Section 4 was deployed
on AWS. Both the FFmpeg and audio2srt functions were configured with the lambda-batch
execution mode in order to support videos of variable duration, since they could exceed
the maximum running time of AWS Lambda just as shown in Section 5.1. The instance
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type chosen for their compute environments was m3.medium (the default in the SCAR
configuration) due to its reduced on-demand cost ($0.067 per hour) and the lack of need
for GPU acceleration. The memory allocated for both functions was 1024 MB as a result
of the analysis of the applications involved. Although it is true that the functions could
execute with less RAM, this amount was decided due to the Lambda linear allocation of
CPU proportional to the memory. The same amount of memory plus 1 vCPU was specified
for the job definition in AWS Batch.

The YOLOv3 video processing function, however, was defined with the batch exe-
cution mode and the g3s.xlarge instance type, as indicated in Section 5.2. Since these
instances have a single GPU, several of them will be needed to process different videos in
parallel. Therefore, to test the scaling of multiple VMs without incurring excessive costs,
a maximum of three instances was determined for the compute environment. The job
definition specification associated to this function was adjusted to take up all the resources
of a g3s.xlarge instance (4 vCPU and 30.5 GB), considering that only one job can be
scheduled at a time. Notice that in the batch execution mode, AWS Lambda is used as the
entry point for events that are then delegated to AWS Batch. These intermediate functions
are therefore also priced according to the assigned memory and running time. In this case,
128 MB of memory was selected to avoid unnecessary cost. The average running time
obtained in these job-delegating functions was 1230ms, which can be considered negligible
in the total processing budget.

The experiment carried out consisted in processing ten four-minute videos with a
resolution of 1280 × 720. These videos were uploaded to the S3 start folder in order to
trigger the execution of the workloads. At the starting point, a single video is uploaded
and, after a minute, another one. Five minutes after the beginning, three videos are
uploaded simultaneously and, to finish, another five videos are uploaded at minute ten of
the test. A summary of the overall execution takes place in Figure 8. The FFmpeg (purple)
and audio2srt (green) functions have been completely processed on AWS Lambda, taking
advantage of their high parallelism for file processing. Furthermore, the visualisation of the
YOLOv3 function, which runs entirely on AWS Batch, has been divided into two categories:
the time that jobs remain pending in the job queue is shown in blue and, when they are
processed on an EC2 instance, in yellow. As shown in the figure, after the autoscaling,
up to three jobs are processed in parallel. This parallelism can be easily increased by
configuring the compute environment to host a larger number of instances, thus allowing
the platform to be customised according to the needs of the application preventing the user
from explicitly managing the underlying computing infrastructure.
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Figure 8. Time chart for the processing of ten videos using the workflow. Parallel invocations of the functions appear
stacked. For the YOLOv3 function (running on AWS Batch) the pending and running states are distinguished.
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Table 1 shows the running costs of the workflow for processing the first video, differ-
entiating between the costs generated by AWS Lambda and the EC2 instance launched by
AWS Batch. Amazon CloudWatch and S3 costs have been omitted since their low usage for
this case study is covered by the AWS Free Tier. Similarly, AWS Lambda offers 400,000 GB-
seconds of compute time per month, which would not incur costs if the platform does not
exceed that threshold. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 5.2, the cost per processing on
GPU-enabled instances on AWS Batch is lower than if CPUs were used, since the processing
time is reduced. As a result, the platform enables the deployment of serverless workflows
in a cost-effective manner under a pay-per-use model.

Table 1. Cost analysis of the first workflow execution distinguishing between the two AWS services
used for the processing.

AWS Lambda AWS Batch/EC2 Total

FFmpeg $0.00255510 - $0.00255510

audio2srt $0.00758180 - $0.00758180

YOLOv3 $0.00000258 $0.04687500 $0.04687758

Workflow $0.01013948 $0.04687500 $0.05701448

Notice that this framework allows to create GPU-enabled data-driven serverless
workflows that require no infrastructure preprovision and that are deployed at zero cost
when the service is not being used. This rapidly and automatically scales upon uploading
a file to the bucket, up to the limits defined by the workflow creator. This flexibility paves
the way for increased adoption of event-driven scalable computing for multimedia and
scientific applications.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has described the extension of the SCAR framework to support GPU-
enabled serverless workflows for efficient data processing across diverse computing in-
frastructures. By combining the use of both AWS Lambda, for the execution of a large
number of short jobs, and AWS Batch, for the execution of resource-intensive GPU-enabled
applications, an open-source event-driven managed platform has been developed to create
scale-to-zero serverless workflows. To test its performance, a case study has been defined
and deployed on AWS. The behaviour of the platform, along with an analysis of deep
learning inference applications running on GPUs and CPUs in the cloud has been exposed,
highlighting the contributions of this study. The developments have been released as an
open-source contribution to the SCAR tool, publicly available to reproduce the results
described in this paper.

Future works involve the integration of the developed platform with on-premises
serverless providers, as well as further extending the semantics of the Functions Defini-
tion Language (FDL) to accommodate additional workflow operators, thus allowing the
definition of enhanced hybrid serverless workflows. In order to avoid failed executions
of functions in AWS Lambda when applications reach the timeout and to find the most
suitable allocation of memory for the lambda and lambda-batch execution modes, we con-
sider integrating SCAR with a preprofiling tool such as AWS Lambda Power Tuning [37]. In
addition, we plan to incorporate external data sources for long-term persistence outside
AWS, such as the EGI DataHub [38].
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